Identifying and overcoming bioanalytical challenges associated with chlorine-containing dehydrogenation metabolites.
Liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) is a widely utilized analytical tool for quantifying small molecules in complex biological matrices. In certain situations the mass-selection capabilities of the tandem mass spectrometer may be insufficient to discriminate between the analyte of interest and its metabolites, particularly those metabolites that are isobaric with the analyte. One scenario by which isobaric interference may occur is the metabolism of a chlorine- or bromine-containing small molecule to a metabolite with the concomitant loss of 2 Da. This report describes the detection and characterization of two distinct dehydrogenation [M-2] metabolites during LC/MS/MS quantification of a chlorinated small molecule in rat plasma samples derived from a toxicokinetic study. The potential isotope-related impact of these metabolites on quantification of the parent compound was assessed. Several alternate precursor ion and product ion combinations were evaluated and shown to minimize the quantitative impact of the interfering metabolites without having to rely on their stringent chromatographic resolution from the parent compound. These results indicate that when quantifying chlorine- or bromine-containing small molecules from in vivo samples or in vitro metabolic incubations: (1) efforts to detect potential dehydrogenation metabolites should be undertaken and (2) if such metabolites are detected, the judicious choice of alternate multiple-reaction monitoring (MRM) transitions can limit their impact on quantification of the parent molecule without the need for robust chromatographic resolution.